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In light of the events going on between Ukraine and Russia, I want to revisit the topic of
President Trump, sex tra�cking and Russia. 

In March of 2017, I wrote an article about how Trump and President Vladimir Putin both were

�ghting against pedophilia and child tra�cking.  In that piece, I also analyzed how the Deep
State – lead by Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton – attempted to delegitimize and overthrow
President Trump by using Putin and Russia as the scapegoat aka the Russia collusion hoax. It
piqued my interest that Trump’s opposition was so hell bent on tying him to Russia with false
criminal allegations. But why of all world leaders did they choose Putin as the scapegoat?  So I

did some research and began to connect some dots.

In February of 2017, I published an article addressing how the mainstream media was ignoring
Trump’s mass sex tra�cking arrests.  There was also a media blackout on a press conference
Trump gave from the White House that year discussing what he planned to do to combat human
tra�cking. In this news conference, Trump emphasized it was a top priority for his
administration.

Click here to watch my report detailing what Trump’s Administration did to combat human
tra�cking.

Back then, social media forums were frantically censoring my story and some reporters in the
media ruthlessly attacked my coverage. As most of you know, some mainstream media outlets
still to this day try to convince the masses that child sex tra�cking is not an epidemic.
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Furthermore, a few have gone a step further and outrageously claim it’s fake.  Look no farther
than this recent Atlantic article that claimed: “The Great (Fake) Child Sex Tra�cking
Epidemic”. 

In a strange twist, one of the few media outlets that did a follow-up on my story was the Russian
state-run Sputnik news outlet. The Sputnik article highlighted the uptick in sex tra�cking
arrests with the new administration and quoted Trump discussing tra�cking – something our
media refused to report.  The story also called out the media’s silence while noting that the US
mainstream media was too busy grilling then Press Secretary Sean Spicer on Trump’s alleged ties
to Russian o�cials without a shred of proof. 
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The article went on to report that I wrote at some point our MSM would be forced to cover the
horri�c epidemic of human tra�cking that’s plagued our country for far too long. Sputnik noted:
“If that does occur, perhaps the more ridiculous aspects of US media coverage of the Trump

presidency – his approval ratings, comedians’ incisive political commentary, and especially the
ludicrous ‘ties to Russia’ claims, will die down and take a back seat to the real issues facing their
county.”
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I found it refreshing to �nd positive coverage on Trump’s war on human tra�cking.  At the same
time, I found it highly troublesome that this kind of reporting does not exist in our own media.
The fact that a Russian state-controlled news outlet accurately covered this topic at all, when our

own media didn’t, should give everyone pause.    

The Sputnik article inspired me to look into what Putin has said about tra�cking. Although the
Trump-Russia collusion allegation turned out to be a lie, I found a lot of similarities between
Putin and Trump. Putin, like Trump, is a Christian, a nationalist, a staunch anti-globalist/NWO
and an outspoken critic of pedophilia. During Putin’s 2016 Christmas speech, something you’ll

never see in the MSM, he spoke out against the New World Order agenda to promote pedophilia.
He stated that Western culture is promoting that “faith in God is equal to faith in Satan”. Putin
said this about pedophilia:  “The excesses and exaggerations of political correctness in these
countries indeed leads to serious consideration for the legitimization of parties that promote the
propaganda of pedophilia.”

Furthermore, in 2011 Russia introduced chemical castration for pedophiles. Then in 2012, Putin

signed a law banning Americans from adopting Russian children. A Russian spokesperson said
the deaths of 19 Russian-born children adopted by American parents in the past motivated the
law. And last year, Putin threatened to ban Twitter if they did not remove child porn.

Putin’s �ght against pedophilia and tra�cking is similar to Trump’s. In early 2017, it started to
become clear to me that Putin and Trump were both keen on taking down the elite pedophile

cabal. I believe this is one of the reasons why the Deep State has been so determined to destroy
both Trump and Putin.

I’ve continued to follow Russia’s media through the years including RT in addition to Sputnik.  I
have found that their political coverage – especially when it comes to Trump – is o�en more
accurate than the majority of our mainstream media’s coverage.  Furthermore, while US media

has spent several years slandering me with false allegations and �at out lies, multiple Russia
news organizations have given my work fair coverage.

I’ve been shunned by our mainstream media for my work exposing tra�cking and over a half a
dozen platforms have banned me including all the major Big Tech social media sites.  Many of
those same platforms are now banning and vilifying RT and Sputnik.  Meanwhile, our
mainstream media has aligned with the likes of George Soros, Joe Biden, Clinton and Obama

and other bad Deep State actors by joining them in pushing anti-Russia propaganda. 

Putin is not a perfect leader, but with that said, the media has undoubtedly lied about him the
same way they’ve lied about Trump.  Most news outlets are pumping out anti-Russia propaganda
and siding with some of America’s most corrupt politicians — many who have �nancially
bene�tted from Ukraine and have signi�cant business interests there.  The good news is that the

façade is crumbling, and more and more people are starting realize that even some of the more
conservative media personalities are not the honest journalists they claim to be. 
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4 more comments…

Liz I had no idea that Putin aligned so closely with Trump against the pedo elite and Deep State. It’s no
wonder the politicians can’t stop slamming Putin’s name Thank you for your continued coverage of
this topic and sharing your knowledge with all of us. We are here for it!! 🔥🔥🔥
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